A novel multiplex RT-PCR probe capture hybridization (RT-PCR-ELISA) for simultaneous detection of six viroids in four genera: Apscaviroid, Hostuviroid, Pelamoviroid, and Pospiviroid.
A rapid and sensitive assay was developed for the detection and identification of viroids by standard or multiplex reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)-probe capture hybridization (RT-PCR-ELISA). The assay was applied successfully for the detection and identification of the following six viroid species from infected tissues: Potato spindle tuber viroid (Pospiviroid), Peach latent mosaic viroid (Pelamoviroid), Apple scar skin viroid (Apscaviroid), Apple dimple fruit viroid (Apscaviroid), Pear blister canker viroid (Apscaviroid), and Hop stunt viroid (Hostuviroid). Total RNA was obtained from infected tissue by the Qiagen RNeasy kit and, then viroid cDNA was synthesized using viroid specific complementary DNA primer. To identify and differentiate the amplicons of the six viroids, each amplicon was digoxigenin (DIG)-labelled during the amplification process, and then detected by a colorimetric system using a biotinylated cDNA capture probe specific for each viroid. The results revealed that each capture probe hybridized only to its complementary DIG-labelled amplicon. Thus the six viroids can be detected and differentiated in a multiplex RT-PCR-ELISA assay. In the multiplex assay, cDNAs of six viroids were synthesized simultaneously in one tube, DIG-labelled during amplification, then a portion of the DIG-labelled amplified products was hybridized with selected capture probe. All the six viroid capture probes hybridized to their respective complementary DIG-labelled RT-PCR-amplified product. These findings are important for viroid detection and identification for studying host-viroid interactions and for management and control viroid diseases.